
This backpack has got everything 
you need for your multitasking life 
with interior organizing pockets, 
a front zippered pocket, two side 
pockets, and a fully lined inside 
with padded laptop sleeve.

This pack can be carried multiple 
ways and features a front zippered 
pocket, two side pockets, and 
a fully lined inside with padded 
laptop sleeve.

Recycled content equivalent to the number of plastic water bottles shown (based on a 16-ounce water bottle).

Valid through December 31, 2024. While supplies last. We reserve the right to change prices at any time without notice if necessary. Contact your sales rep for complete details including most-up-to-date pricing and production times. Products are rigorously tested to confirm compliance with CPSIA and other North American product safety laws 
and standards. All product SKUs are Prop 65 compliant and a majority do not require a Prop 65 label when shipping to California. KAPSTON® and all related trademarks, logos, and trade dress are trademarks or registered trademarks and may not be used without written permission. ©2024 Prices in CAD.  MP-4728

16193
KAPSTON® Willow RPET Backpack

as low as $41.34(C)
Min. 25

16194
KAPSTON® Willow RPET Fanny Pack

as low as $19.18(C)
Min. 50

16245
KAPSTON® Willow Recycled Tote-Pack

as low as $40.59(C)
Min. 20

16237
KAPSTON® Willow Recycled Duffel-Pack

as low as $55.09(C)
Min. 25

eco conscious

Discover the KAPSTON® Willow Bag Line 
These eco-conscious bags are made using recycled PET fabrics. Their versatile features and on-trend 

design make them a stylish choice for those who keep sustainability top of mind. Make one yours today.

Available in Charcoal, Green, and Tan

Grab this right-sized fanny pack 
for hands-free fun. Lined for 
easy cleaning, you can use the 
adjustable strap to wear it as a 
sling if you like. 

Tote your belongings in this multi-functional 
duffle-pack. It includes a roomy main 
compartment and numerous pockets for all 
your essentials. You can even carry it as a 
backpack thanks to the straps hidden inside 
the bottom zippered pocket.


